### 3rd Coordination Meeting of the
**Energy Community Electricity Generation Companies**

*Energy Community Secretariat, Am Hof 4, Level 6, 1010 Vienna*

**Thursday, 10th November 2021**

**10:00 – 13:00**

#### Opening
- **10:00** Opening [ECS]

#### Responding to energy crisis
- **10:05** Impulse statement – EnC energy markets: between challenge and opportunity [ECS]
  - **Response:**
    - Emergency support KESH
  - **Discussion**
    - Focus: impact of price surge on the operation of generation companies in the electricity markets and obligations to provide regulated public service
  - Q&A

#### Carbon pricing options
- **11:00** Impulse statement – CBAM – leveling the playing field [European Commission]
  - **Response:**
    - Emission trading experience EPCG
    - Internal carbon pricing EPBiH
  - **Discussion**
    - All
    - Focus: generation companies’ views on the carbon pricing options for the Energy Community and a timeline for the implementation
  - Q&A

#### Managing green transition – the corporate view
- **11:45** Impulse statement – From Coal to RES [DTEK]
  - **Response:**
    - The impact of compliance with pollution standards KEK
    - Financing RES projects ESM
  - **Discussion**
    - All
    - Focus: activities on the decarbonisation of generation portfolio and their financing
  - Q&A

#### Wrap-up
- **12:30** Conclusions and next step